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The word Sighet, I heard since I remember myself, it had some kind of a mysterious connotation, 

until one day I discovered that my mother was born “There”: “There” became very curious for 

me. 

Our Chassidic family roots in Sighet go back 200 years. She always described the highly cultural 

and religious life in Sighet before WW II; The Iza and Tisa rivers embracing the city as an island, 

and the mountains where teenagers would climb to pick-up wild berries.  

However, In April 1944 all Sighet Jews were moved to the Ghetto, following by the May 16 -22, 

deportations to Auschwitz. 

 

In 1998 I visited Sighet for the first time, nine years after the 1989 revolution- looking 

mysterious but like a third world city.  The Jewish sites were neglected or destroyed, but some 

fragments to the once upon a time Jewish Community could be found.  

Sighet was a well-known city in the western world post liberation, because Profs. Elie Wiesel was 

born in Sighet.  His first memoir “Night” tells the story of Sighet fascinating Jewish Community 

pre- WW II.  

 

Under the Communist Regime, Romania didn’t recognize their Jewish holocaust; only in 2002 

following Elie Wiesel report and EU conditional request to become an EU member, Romanian 

government accepted the Holocaust where close to half of its Pre WW II Jewry was murdered, 

killed and starved 420,000, in Auschwitz and Transnistria. 

 

In 2013, I started plans for the “70th Anniversary to the Jewish Deportations” co-sponsored with 

the Sighet City Hall and the Jewish Community. Since then every year “An All Generations 

Gathering” is held for all descendants and “Marmaures Routes to Roots” family journeys. 

Fundatia Tarbut was established in memory of my late Mothers’ family, Marmaures Jews who 

didn’t survive, and for the preservation of Sighet highly cultural life while observing European 

Jewish Heritage Days. 

 

 

 


